
Redefining Interior Design
with Futuristic Tiles! 



About Us.
Future stiles was founded in 1996 by Mr. Mujeeb
Ahmed, a innovative entrepreneur with a passion
for design and a relentless pursuit of excellence.
With a dream to revolutionize the tile industry,
Mr.Mujeeb Ahmed embarked on a journey to

create a company that would set new standards in
interior design.

Our Philosophy
At Future stiles, Our philosophy revolves around
three core principles: creativity, functionality, and
sustainability. We approach every project with a
creative mindset, bringing fresh ideas and artistic

flair to our tile designs.

On-Time Shipping
We understand the importance of timely delivery

when it comes to fulfilling our customers’
expectations. Our efficient processes, strong

partnerships with reliable shipping providers, and
meticulous planning enable us to meet even the

tightest project schedules. When you choose Future
stiles, you can trust that your flooring will be delivered

on time.



Profile 
Welcome to our world of visionary design and exceptional
craftsmanship. We take great pride in being a leading
manufacturer of designer tiles, where artistry meets innovation
to redefine interior spaces. 

Our Company



About
Mission & Vision

Our vision is to be the driving force
behind a new era of interior design,
where every space is a canvas for
artistic expression.

 
We envision a future where our
designer tiles become synonymous
with cutting-edge aesthetics,
functionality, and eco-consciousness.

Our mission is to redefine the
landscape of interior design by
crafting extraordinary designer tiles
that transcend the boundaries of
imagination and innovation.

 We are dedicated to pushing the
boundaries of creative expression,
technology, and sustainability to
provide our clients with an
unparalleled range of tiles that
elevate spaces into captivating works
of art.



Our Company
Projects
At Future stiles, we pride ourselves on transforming interior
spaces with our revolutionary tiles. Each project we undertake
represents our commitment to pushing the boundaries of design,
technology, and sustainability. 

F&B Projects
Burger King
KFC
Starbucks
Costa Coffee
Chaayos
Spicy Triangle
McDonald's
Barbeque Nation
Jio Mart
Madame 
Haldiram
Hush Puppies

Restraunts
Ophelia, Delhi
BoomBox, Delhi
Chica, Delhi
Ambience Mall, Vasant Kunj
Sky Rozo, Janakpuri
Ditas, Mumbai
Danbro Bakery, Delhi
Distillery, Lucknow
Fly Bar, Delhi
The Falcon Banquet, Delhi
Cosy Box, Delhi
Mayan Beach, Goa
White Club, Chanakyapuri
Shahnaz Husains, Delhi
Ditas, Delhi
Beach Cafe, Goa
The Orchard Resort, Manali
Mansion Club, Delhi
Food Library, Amritsar
Medical College, Goa
Sahil Khan Farm House, Goa
Younion, Delhi
Hayat Hotel, Delhi
Unwind Ansal Plaza, Delhi

 & many more...
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Highlighter Tiles

Mosaic Tiles

Basic Tiles

Moroccan Tiles

Hexagon Tiles

Ceramic Moulding Tiles

Designer Tiles

Onyx Tiles

Hand Made Tiles

Hand Printed Tiles

3D Fire Tiles

Subway Tiles



HIGHLIGHTER TILES

Transform your space into a captivating oasis with the exclusive
collection available at Future Stiles.

 
 
 
 

These remarkable tiles feature a dazzling array of reflective
surfaces that catch and reflect light, creating a stunning interplay

of shimmer and shine.



MOSAIC TILES

Allow our magnificent mosaics
to become the centerpiece of

your space, as they effortlessly
fuse elegance with

individuality, transforming any
room into a work of art that

reflects your unique
personality.



BASIC TILES

Embrace a minimalist aesthetic of
Basic Tiles that effortlessly blends
elegance and functionality. These
tiles, with their clean lines and subtle
colors, create a timeless and versatile
backdrop for any space.



Discover the allure of Moroccan
tiles and unlock a world of
captivating design possibilities for
your home.

 Explore our exquisite selection of
Moroccan tiles and let the magic
of this timeless artistry inspire
your next design journey

MOROCCAN TILES



HEXAGON TILES

Discover the mesmerizing
symmetry and versatility of our

Hexagon Tiles Collection, where
each meticulously crafted tile

becomes a work of art, transforming
spaces with an elegant and modern

touch
.



CERAMIC
MOULDING TILE

Futurestiles' Ceramic Molding Tile collection is a captivating
assortment of tiles that blend modern aesthetics with timeless

craftsmanship.
 Each tile is meticulously molded and crafted using high-quality

ceramic materials, ensuring durability and longevity



SUBWAY TILES
Introducing our timeless Subway
Tiles collection, designed to bring
sophistication and versatility to
your home. 
Inspired by the iconic subway
stations, these tiles offer a clean
and classic look that effortlessly
complements any style or decor.



3D TILES
Future Stiles offers a captivating 3D tile collection
that transforms any space into a modern wonder. 

Elevate your home or office with these trendy and
innovative 3D tiles, creating an extraordinary
atmosphere that leaves a lasting impression



STONE TILE
Future Stiles offers an exquisite stone tile collection that brings the

timeless beauty of natural stone into your living spaces.  



HAND MADE
TILES



ONYX TILES

The Onyx Tile Collection by
Future Stiles embodies

elegance and luxury with its
exquisite natural stone

appearance. 
Crafted with precision and
sophistication, these tiles

showcase mesmerizing swirls
and veins that mimic authentic

onyx. 



VISIT
TODAY!

 FUTURE STILES 
SHOWROOM



Once you step foot in our
showroom, you won't
want to leave empty-
handed. 

Our collection is so cool,
so sleek, and so futuristic
that you'll be absolutely
hooked.

Don't miss out on the coolest tiles in town-
see you at Future stiles! 

Come and visit our Future stiles showroom, and let
us transform your spaces into a modern marvel.

VISIT OUR SHOWROOM TODAY!

Showroom Location: 69/1 block-2, WHS Kirti Nagar
New Delhi -110015

Opening Hours: 10:00a.m to 8:00p.m
Factory Address: N-99 Sector-1 Bawana Industrial Area-

110039, Delhi, India.
Contact: 9711558113, 9899066509



Scan to Explore diverse collection of Future stiles

Connect With Us

www.futurestiles.com @futurestiles_designertiles


